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Abstract

Minibasins on continental margins trap turbidity currents transporting material downslope, but little is known about the

inherently three-dimensional (3-D) mechanics of these confined flows. Utilizing new methodology, experimental results quantify

flow dynamics in minibasins for the first time. It is shown that dynamics are dominated by 3-D circulation cell structures, across

the fill-to-strip-to-spill transition that are controlled by flow discharge. Measurements of velocity throughout circulation cells

indicate vorticity dominates strain rate with fluid rotating into the center of cells where it upwells: this influences minibasin

sediment trapping potential and deposit heterogeneity. Flow properties link to depositional patterns on minibasin slopes.

Specifically, higher input discharges are correlated with higher fluxes into the center of minibasins and reduced deposit tapering

on minibasin slopes. This geometry is linked to the amount of sediment rich flow runup on the distal minibasin wall, where

flow and sediment is delivered to circulation cells.
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Abstract 11 

Minibasins on continental margins trap turbidity currents transporting material downslope, but 12 

little is known about the inherently three-dimensional (3-D) mechanics of these confined flows. Utilizing 13 

new methodology, experimental results quantify flow dynamics in minibasins for the first time. It is 14 

shown that dynamics are dominated by 3-D circulation cell structures, across the fill-to-strip-to-spill 15 

transition that are controlled by flow discharge. Measurements of velocity throughout circulation cells 16 

indicate vorticity dominates strain rate with fluid rotating into the center of cells where it upwells: this 17 

influences minibasin sediment trapping potential and deposit heterogeneity. Flow properties link to 18 

depositional patterns on minibasin slopes. Specifically, higher input discharges are correlated with higher 19 

fluxes into the center of minibasins and reduced deposit tapering on minibasin slopes. This geometry is 20 

linked to the amount of sediment rich flow runup on the distal minibasin wall, where flow and sediment is 21 

delivered to circulation cells.  22 

 23 



Introduction 24 

Turbidity currents, a class of gravity flows that gain excess density by suspension of sediment, 25 

are the primary particulate transport process on the slope of continental margins [Talling et al., 2015]. 26 

These flows represent geohazards to submarine infrastructure, while also transporting particulate organic 27 

carbon and microplastics to deep marine reservoirs [Carter et al., 2014; Hage et al., 2020; Pohl et al., 28 

2020b; Sparkes et al., 2015]. On many margins, turbidity currents encounter topographic obstacles 29 

including local depressions, seamounts, and shale ridges [Nasr-Azadani & Meiburg, 2014; Straub & 30 

Mohrig, 2009; Völker et al., 2008]. Depressions large enough to impact deposition from turbidity currents 31 

are often termed minibasins [Mitchum Jr et al., 1977]. Their ability to slow the progression of turbidity 32 

currents and sometimes hydraulically pond flows makes them hotspots for clastic sediment, particulate 33 

organic carbon, and microplastic accumulation [Dorrell et al., 2018; Lamb et al., 2004; Pirmez et al., 34 

2012; Prather et al., 2012]. 35 

There is a lack of direct observations of field scale turbidity currents interacting with minibasins, 36 

primarily due to their: 1) relatively inaccessible locations, 2) unpredictable flow occurrences, and 3) high 37 

flow shear stresses that can destroy equipment [Azpiroz-Zabala et al., 2017; Khripounoff et al., 2003]. 38 

Development of theory has thus leveraged numerical and physical experiments [Bastianon et al., 2021; 39 

Brunt et al., 2004; Toniolo et al., 2006b; Traer et al., 2018; Violet et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2017]. 40 

However, due to computational demands, many numerical models utilize depth average flow parameters, 41 

limiting their applicability in settings where vertical flow properties vary strongly in space and time, such 42 

as in minibasins [Meiburg et al., 2015; Yang et al., 2019]. In addition, while a few physical experiments 43 

document flow interactions with topography in three-dimensions, 3-D, [Maharaj, 2012; Soutter et al., 44 

2021; Violet et al., 2005], most physical experiments on turbidity current – minibasin interactions have 45 

been conducted in 2-D [Lamb et al., 2004; Patacci et al., 2015; Pohl et al., 2020a; Spinewine et al., 2009; 46 

Toniolo et al., 2006b]. Ponding occurs due to a topographic obstacle, which triggers a rapid spatial flow 47 

deceleration to extremely low densimetric Froude conditions and the formation of a placid flow transition 48 

with the overlying ambient fluid, decreasing the entrainment of ambient fluid into the current [Lamb et 49 



al., 2004; van Andel and Komar, 1969]. In 2-D (Fig. 1A), ponding produces concentration profiles with 50 

little vertical structure, as sediment lost to deposition is replaced from above with more sediment laden 51 

flow. This produces tabular deposits that do not rapidly thin against confining topography [Lamb et al., 52 

2004; Toniolo et al., 2006b]. Flow circulation within 2-D minibasins was documented along a vertical 53 

plane, with a return flow positioned above down-basin directed flow [Patacci et al., 2015]. It is unclear if 54 

this style of circulation develops in 3-D minibasins. 55 

We explore the influence of flow discharge into minibasins on the 3-D velocity field, structure of 56 

sediment concentration profiles, and turbidite shape. Flow discharge is adjusted by changing flow width, 57 

keeping all other input conditions constant. The setup is designed to capture endmembers across a 58 

minibasin fill-to-strip-to-spill transition [Badalini et al., 2000; Beaubouef and Abreu, 2006; Beaubouef 59 

and Friedmann, 2000; Satterfield and Behrens, 1990; Winker, 1996]. The campaign quantifies lateral 60 

circulation cells, which we link to upwelling flow that could impact sedimentation processes by 61 

countering the still fluid settling velocity of particles.  62 

 63 

Experimental Design 64 

Experiments were performed in a 6 x 4 x 2.2 m basin with an inner floor, surrounded by moats. 65 

Circular minibasins were carved into 300 μm sand with a diameter of 3 m, 10% sidewall slopes, and a 66 

0.12 m depth. Dimensionless ratios characterizing minibasin topography, including side wall slopes, fall 67 

within distributions generated from 2,324 depressions extracted from the Bureau of Ocean and Energy 68 

Management’s bathymetric dataset of the northern Gulf of Mexico [BOEM, 2017]. Minibasins were 69 

submerged in fresh water with 0.69 m of water above the minibasin rim. Sustained turbidity currents were 70 

delivered to the rim of minibasins for 30 minutes. Input flows had densimetric Froude numbers of 1.1, 71 

were 48 mm thick, and had an excess density of 2.9%.  72 

Our experiments utilized a novel aluminum oxide sediment (particle density of 3950 kg/m3) of 73 

low cohesivity due to a deflocculant mixture containing calcium carbonate and sodium 74 

hexametaphosphate (SHMP) that was used to inhibit particle amalgamation. Volumetric sediment 75 



concentration was 1% with D5, D25, D50, D75, D95 of 6, 11, 14, 17, and 24 µm, respectively. The high-76 

density aluminum oxide sediment produces significant excess density from low volumetric sediment 77 

concentrations, generating swifter, more turbulent flows [Fukuda et al., 2023]. This allows transport of 78 

particles to greater distances prior to deposition, relative to experimental flows comprised of quartz 79 

sediment. 80 

Three experiments were performed, each composed of two flow events, and are referred to as the 81 

low-flux (24 l/min & 65 mm entrance width), mid-flux (47.7 l/min & 130 mm width), and high-flux (96.9 82 

l/min & 260 mm width) experiments. During the first event a 30 min long 3-component velocity profile 83 

timeseries was collected at minibasin center using a Pulse Coherent Acoustic Doppler Profiler (PCADP), 84 

in addition to equilibrium sediment concentration profiles collected 26 – 27.5 min into the flows. During 85 

the second event, velocity profiles were collected after equilibrium conditions were reached at a set of 86 

positions covering the river-left side of the minibasins. Topography was mapped with a displacement 87 

laser before and after each experiment. 88 

 89 

Results 90 

 91 

Minibasin center conditions 92 

Equilibrium velocity conditions at minibasin center are estimated by averaging profiles collected 93 

from the first flow of each experiment over the duration that concentration profiles were collected. Here, 94 

u, v, and w refer to the velocity components in the down-basin, cross-basin, and vertical directions, 95 

respectively. For comparison, u velocity profiles at minibasin center are normalized by the maximum 96 

velocity of a profile, umax (Fig. 2A). The low-flux condition has the most complicated velocity structure, 97 

with low velocities in the lower third of the flow, peak velocities in the middle third and a rapid velocity 98 

reduction in the upper third of the flow. The mid and high-flux conditions are less stratified and have peak 99 

velocities just below the minibasin rim elevation.   100 



Sediment concentration profiles are compared following normalization by near bed conditions, 101 

Cnb (Fig. 2B). The low-flux experiment, which was the most contained within the minibasin, is the most 102 

stratified. The mid and high-flux conditions are well mixed in the lower two-thirds of the elevations 103 

contained within the minibasin. Sediment concentrations then rapidly decrease to near zero values 104 

approaching the rim elevation. 105 

 106 

Evolution of down minibasin velocity 107 

   Experiments had differences in discharge, controlled by initial flow width, that generated 108 

different minibasin floor velocity due to varying lateral flow expansion (Fig. 2C) between experiments. 109 

All experiments show a rapid spatial deceleration in umax with distance into the minibasin, as flow 110 

ponding triggered a rapid increase in flow height and decrease in densimetric Froude number. Minibasin 111 

floor velocities are used to estimate flow runup onto the distal minibasin wall. The magnitude of runup is 112 

estimated by: 113 ∆𝑧 =         [EQ. 1] 114 

where ρc and ρa are current and ambient fluid densities and g is gravitational acceleration [Dorrell et al., 115 

2018; Straub et al., 2008]. Here, ρc is estimated from measurements of sediment concentration. Use of 116 

Eq. 1 results in estimates of 3.9, 9.5, and 27.8 mm of runup for the low, mid, and high flux experiments, 117 

respectively. Finally, we note that measurements of umax above the downstream minibasin rim indicate 118 

that the experiments captured the fill-to-strip-to-spill transition. The low-flux experiment (characterizing 119 

the “fill” endmember) has near zero umax above the distal rim, which ticks up to ~0.015 m/s for the mid-120 

flux (“strip”) condition and reaches ~0.035 m/s for the high-flux (“spill”) condition.  121 

 122 

Circulation Cells 123 

 Overhead imagery (Mov. S1-3) and velocity measurements covering the river left hand side of 124 

the minibasins (Figs. 3&4) capture fluid circulation cells spawned from the current interaction with the 125 



distal slope. We characterize fluid movement through minibasins using vector maps of the temporally 126 

averaged depth integrated fluid flux in the down and cross basin directions: 127 

𝑞 = 𝑢𝑑𝑧          [EQ. 2A] 128 

𝑞 = 𝑣𝑑𝑧          [EQ. 2B] 129 

where H represents the current height, estimated with the integral length scale [Ellison and Turner, 1959] 130 

(Fig. 3A). Temporal averaging was done over the duration that the PCADP sampled each site. When 131 

vectors are scaled by input discharge, the structure of the discharge field is similar across experiments. 132 

High fluxes down the proximal slope efficiently deliver fluid and sediment to the center of minibasins. 133 

Down basin depth integrated fluxes then rapidly decrease going up the distal minibasin slope as fluid is 134 

routed into circulation cells. Due to the inlet flow entering the center of the basin in these experiments, the 135 

cells are laterally offset and positioned over the lower lateral slope.  136 

 Gradients in the velocity field of the flow adjusting to the confining minibasin describe local fluid 137 

stretching (strain) and rotation (vorticity). We quantify and compare the vorticity and strain rate at all 138 

sample points.  From Dubief and Delcayre, 2000, the horizontal strain rate tensor is calculated from the 139 

symmetric part of the velocity gradient tensor as: 140 𝑆 =  𝛿𝑢/𝛿𝑥 + 𝛿𝑣/𝛿𝑦        [EQ. 3] 141 

and the horizontal vorticity is calculated from the asymmetric part of the velocity gradient tensor as: 142 𝛺 =  𝛿𝑣/𝛿𝑥 − 𝛿𝑢/𝛿𝑦        [EQ. 4] 143 where x and y are down and cross basin locations, respectively. We quantify and visualize strength 144 of rotation relative to the lateral strain rate of the fluid using the Q-criterion, Q: 145 

 146 

Positive Q indicates vorticity exceeds shear (strain rate tensor), and negative values represent areas where 147 

strain rate dominates the 3-D flow field [Dubief and Delcayre, 2000]. We hypothesize that circulation 148 

with positive Q at the cell center is associated with upwelling fluid, a consequence of fluid mass 149 



conservation.  This 3-D flow pattern would control sediment transport and deposition. Maps of Q at 150 

various minibasin depths highlight that the center of the circulation cell has vorticity that exceeds the 151 

strain rate (Fig. 3D-E). Here, we present results from the high-flux condition, which are similar in 152 

structure (but different in magnitude) to the other experiments. The center of the cell migrates laterally 153 

away from minibasin center with increasing minibasin height. While Q values indicate whether vorticity 154 

or strain rate is larger at a point, it does not inform on the fractional difference of the two. This can be 155 

estimated with the kinematic vorticity number [Dubief and Delcayre, 2000]:  156 Ω∗ = || |||| ||        [EQ. 6] 157 

We track vorticity, strain rate, and the w velocity component near the center of the circulation cell for all 158 

heights in the minibasin. The center of this cell laterally migrates away from minibasin center with 159 

increasing water depth. Near the center of the vortex, Ω*k  is between 2 to 75, suggesting limited fluid 160 

stretching during rotation (Fig. 3B). This is associated with a profile of the w velocity component with 161 

upwards directed flow that considerably exceeds the still sediment fall velocity, ws, of the median grain 162 

size introduced to the basin (0.5 mm/s) and the vertical detrainment velocity (Fig. 3C). This upwelling 163 

flow will influence sediment settling velocities as a function of the grain size distribution, leading to 164 

enhanced trapping potential of coarse, relative to fine, particles. However, the profile has considerable 165 

structure with significant upwards directed flow in the lower third of the current, that reduces to near zero 166 

in the middle of the flow. This reduction might be linked to low vertical shear at the umax elevation [Islam 167 

and Imran, 2010]. The top third of the flow again is defined by upwelling flow that exceeds ws.  168 

We use velocity measurements to calculate flow streamlines. The streamlines capture horizontal 169 

gathering of flow into the center of the circulation cells and strong upwelling flow at the cell center (Fig. 170 

4).  171 

 172 

Minibasin margin onlap 173 



 Sedimentation patterns are characterized using isopach maps, calculated by differencing initial 174 

and final topography for an experiment. As a different total volume of sediment was released into the 175 

basin for each experiment, due to different flow discharges, we normalized deposition by the mean 176 

deposit thickness over the flat minibasins floor, D* (Fig. 5A-C). While the structure of the concentration 177 

profiles at minibasin center might suggest similar gradients in deposition with distance up minibasin 178 

slopes, we observe stark differences between experiments in the deposit taper against slopes. Most of the 179 

sediment released into the low-flux experiment is contained within the minibasin, with deposit thickness 180 

at the minibasin rim only 10% of minibasin center thickness. In contrast, deposit thickness at the rim 181 

elevation exceeds 50% of minibasin center thickness for the high-flux experiment, highlighting the 182 

spilling nature of this experiment. Excluding data from the proximal slope, we quantify the rate of 183 

thinning up minibasin slopes by binning measurements of normalized deposit thickness by elevation 184 

above minibasin center, with 1 mm tall bins. Bin averaged data generate an average onlapping profile that 185 

is a function of normalized minibasin elevation, equal to elevation above minibasin center / minibasin 186 

depth, z* (Fig. 5D). We use these profiles to calculate an onlap index, equal to the area underneath the 187 

curves in figure 5D: 188 𝐼 = 𝐷∗𝑑𝑧∗        [EQ. 7] 189 

Thus, sedimentation that does not change thickness up minibasin walls would yield an Io of 1, while a 190 

linear decrease in sedimentation from minibasin center values to zero deposition on the minibasin rim 191 

would yield an Io of 0.5. We measure Io values of 0.48, 0.58, and 0.72 for the low, mid, and high flux 192 

experiments, respectively. 193 

 194 

Discussion 195 

A key finding of this study is the new observation of paired circulation cells resulting from 196 

turbidity currents interacting with minibasin topography (Mov. S1-3, Fig. 1B & 3-4). Velocities within 197 

these circulation cells vary as a function of input discharge. However, their structure, following 198 



normalization, is remarkably similar over the fill-to-strip-to-spill spectrum (Fig. 3A). This structure is 199 

setup during the initial traverse of the turbidity current front, which does not fill the full minibasin width 200 

(Mov. S1-3). Reflection off the distal slope results in return flow along lateral minibasin slopes. This 201 

same structure is observed during equilibrium conditions, where inlet flow sends dye into the minibasin 202 

center with minimal widening until it reflects laterally when running up the distal slope (Mov. S1-3).   203 

Prior 2-D experiments highlighted circulation in minibasins along a vertical plane (Fig. 1A) 204 

[Patacci et al., 2015]. During equilibrium conditions, we do not observe return flow at the center of the 205 

minibasin in the experiments reported here (Fig. 2). This suggests the ability of currents to laterally 206 

expand and setup circulation along a horizontal plane suppresses the development of circulation along a 207 

vertical plane. As a result, sediment charged flow that cannot escape over the distal rim is directed to and 208 

deposited on the lateral slopes. 209 

Study of circulation cells in flows has a long history in sedimentology, including controlling the 210 

formation of river meanders [Einstein, 1926] and bedform development [Gilbert, 1914]. Here, the centers 211 

of minibasin circulation cells have positive Q-criterion indicating the importance of fluid rotation in 212 

ponded turbidity currents. The gathering of flow towards the center of cells (Fig. 4) drives upwelling with 213 

vertical fluid velocities that exceed the still fluid settling velocity of sediment introduced to the 214 

minibasins (Figs. 3C&4). However, vertical velocity profiles suggest sediment entering the lower portions 215 

of the vortex might not be able to transit to the flow top. This likely creates a sediment trap that enhances 216 

sediment concentrations until the flow wanes and sediment rains to the bed. This could be the reason for 217 

the thick deposits offset either side of minibasin center in the high-flux experiment (Fig. 5C). However, 218 

sediment entering the vortex in the upper third of the flow likely can escape the flow top, reducing basin 219 

sediment trapping potential relative to theory generated from 2-D minibasin experiments [Lamb et al., 220 

2006]. Unfortunately, we do not have information on deposit particle sizes throughout the minibasin. 221 

However, we propose that circulation cells play a significant role in the fractionation of particulates, 222 

pollutants, and nutrients.  223 



Deflection of flow running up the distal slope routes sediment laden flow over the lateral 224 

minibasin slopes, resulting in deposition throughout the minibasin (Fig. 1B). We highlight that sediment 225 

concentration profiles at minibasin center are similar for the three experimental conditions, but the onlap 226 

index, Io, varies greatly between experiments (Fig. 5). We link this to varying degrees of flow runup onto 227 

distal minibasin slopes. We compare Δz resulting from runup to our onlap index and note a near linear 228 

trend (Fig. 5E). This supports that the degree of runup on the distal minibasin slope influences the amount 229 

of sediment delivered to circulation cells that then distribute sediment minibasin wide. 230 

Finally, we note that the vertical flow structure captured in these experiments differs strongly 231 

from unconfined turbidity currents [Altinakar et al., 1996; Sequeiros et al., 2010]. Development of rules 232 

and theory emanating from 3-D experiments will aid future development of layer averaged models of 233 

turbidity currents interacting with complicated topography. 234 

 235 

Conclusions and implications 236 

As some of the largest sediment transport processes on the Earth surface, turbidity currents are 237 

critically important. Traversing the seafloor they are often subject to large topographic constraints, such 238 

as minibasins. Here new experimental methodology is developed and used to study the dynamics of 239 

turbidity currents as they interact as with three dimensional minibasin topography.  240 

For the first time it is shown that three-dimensional flow structure generates inwards spiraling 241 

horizontal flow circulation cells, with strong central upwelling jets (Fig. 1B). Fluid rotation in these cells 242 

is significant, with vorticity exceeding the fluid’s strain rate. Mass conservation at the center of 243 

circulation cells drives the upwelling. However, a dead zone of low vertical velocity separates regions 244 

where the velocity of upwelling fluid significantly exceeds the still fluid sediment fall velocity.  245 

The dynamics presented here will both distribute and fractionate particulates, pollutants and 246 

nutrients transported by turbidity currents. Specifically, the ability for minibasins to act as a sink for 247 

microplastics and particulate organic carbon, which have low settling velocities, may be significantly 248 

reduced.  249 
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 288 

Figure 2. Velocity and concentration measurements at minibasin center and flow evolution along the 289 

down basin traverse. A-B) Profiles at minibasin center normalized by the maximum velocity in a profile 290 

and near bed sediment concentration, respectively. C) Measurements of the maximum velocity along the 291 

basin bisect line.   292 



 293 

 294 

Figure 3. Characterization of minibasin three-dimensional velocity field. Primary flow direction in maps 295 

is from top to bottom. A) Vector field of the depth integrated fluid flux. B) Magnitude of flow strain rate 296 

and vorticity and C) w component of velocity as a function of elevation above floor of minibasin and 297 

lateral position following center of circulation cell, which migrates away from basin center with 298 

increasing flow height, as defined by the maximum Q-criterion. C-D) Measurements of Q-criterion 299 
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 311 

Figure 5. Measurements of sediment deposition and link to the turbidity current velocity field. A-C) 312 

Sediment isopach maps normalized by minibasin center conditions. Contours represent initial minibasin 313 

topography. Primary flow direction in all maps is from top to bottom. D) average sediment deposition 314 

profile up minibasin slopes. E) Cross-plot of estimated distal minibasin wall flow runup to onlap index.   315 
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